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AMBER TOWNSHIP — Thirteen years ago, Megan Stevenson of

Hart was in a car crash, which resulted in a serious injuries. Since

that time, she has tried several medical and holistic treatments to

help relieve the constant pain.

“I broke my back in several places and have suffered since,”

Stevenson said. “The pain has gotten worse over the years. I’ve

tried so many different treatments with little success. Then, I was

referred to Dr. Weston Squires and the MLS laser treatments he

started offering last year. It’s been a game changer and has helped

relieved the majority of my pain.”



Squires Chiropractic, 414 W. US 10, began offering laser treatment

last summer.

“Laser application has been around for about 30 years,” said Dr.

Squires. “It’s one of the most advanced technologies for reducing

pain. It’s also a lot safer than injections and drugs.”

Squires emphasized that the MLS laser is the top-of-the-line in

laser treatment.

“Not every laser therapy is the same,” he said. “Many lasers have

tried to mimic the results, but in recent years the laser providing the

best clinical outcomes is the MLS laser.”

Comparatively, regular low level lasers utilize two wavelengths of

light to influence the cellular activity under the skin, but can only

apply one type of wavelength at time. The MLS class 4 laser, used

at Squires’s office can apply both wavelengths perfectly

synchronized at the same time during application resulting in faster,

longer lasting results with less treatment time. The science behind

this device is extensive and proven safe after consultation with our

doctor’s approval.

Stevenson said she started with three treatments per week and

now comes once a month for maintenance treatment.

“We have had really good results with the laser,” Dr. Squires said.

“Of our first 50 patients, 45 were considered successes, with

positive results of less pain. That’s a 90 percent success rate,

which is almost unheard of in medicine, especially when compared

to injections, which often come with side effects.”

Squires said the laser treatment is safe and non-invasive.

“Our successes have included patients with pain in their shoulders,

neck, low back, mid-back, and extremities. Additionally, we have



treated for headaches and running injuries.”

West Michigan Foot and Ankle, 333 N. Jebavy Dr., Pere Marquette

Township is owned by Dr. Alexus Squires, wife of Dr. Weston

Squires. It utilizes the same model of laser and has had equal

successes.

“Up until now, patients from our area would have to travel to a city

like Grand Rapids to receive this type of treatment,” Dr. Weston

Squires said. “We are very excited to bring this quality of care to our

rural area. Each of our offices has a laser.”
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Support local news for $10 a month

We hope you enjoy reading Mason County Press and Oceana

County Press. Our services are provided to you through the

generous support of our advertisers. Traditional newspaper models

require subscriptions or purchase of an individual newspaper in

order to see their product. We do not, and will not, require our

readers to pay a subscription. However, we have had many of our

kind readers ask how they can support us if they were to make a

monthly contribution. For those who would like to contribute, we are

suggesting $10 a month.

This can be paid several ways:

The easiest way is to sign up for an automatic monthly payment on

Paypal. Click this link.

Alternative methods:

We can send you an invoice each month, which you can

conveniently pay online or by check. If you are interested in this

method, please email editor@mediagroup31.com and we can sign

you up. You can also mail a yearly check for $120 to Media Group

31, PO Box 21, Scottville, MI 49454.

We also accept Venmo payments.

We appreciate all our readers regardless of whether they chose to

continue to access our service for free or with a monthly financial

support.
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As the services of Media Group 31, LLC are news services, the

information posted within the sites are archivable for public record

and historical posterity. For this reason it is the policy and practice

of this company to not delete postings. It is the editor’s discretion to

update or edit a story when/if new information becomes available.

This may be done by editing the posted story or posting a new
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Please consider helping to fund local news. Mason County

Press and Oceana County Press are available for free thanks

to the generous support of our advertisers and individuals.

Three ways to help us: Venmo: @MasonCountyPress; Paypal:

MasonCountyPress@gmail.com; Mail a check to PO BOX 21,

Scottville, MI 49454.
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